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About Liz Fulcher

Liz bring over 24 years of essential oil experience, research and
education to her work as a Clinical Aromatherapist and Essential Oil
Educator at the Aromatic Wisdom Institute.

She has served as the Pennsylvania Regional Director for NAHA (The
National Association of Holistic Aromatherapy) for 15 years. The
Aromatic Wisdom Institute is recognized by NAHA and NCBTMB as
a qualified school of Aromatherapy and Essential Oil studies.

Liz's  passion is empowering others to become inspired by the many
benefits of essential oils and to help them become Professional
Aromatherapists through her Aromatherapy Certification Program. 

Liz Fulcher Contact Information
Website: www.AromaticWisdomInstitute.com
Email: Liz@AromaticWisdom.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/AromaticWisdomInstitute
Pinterest: Pinterest.com/LizFulcher
Twitter.com: Twitter.com/LizFulcher
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What Is
Negative Energy?

Thought  precedes form.  Nothing has ever been created by man that
wasn't first conceived in thought.  

Thought is one of the most powerful forms of energy in the Universe.

Negative thoughts produce negative energy which can then manifest
as discordant vibrations in the energy fields around us and in our own
body.  This discord is capable of producing everything from
depression, anger, anxiety and arguing, to poor health and disease.  
Conversely, positive thoughts produce harmonious energy, balance
and well-being.  

One of the vital aspects of using essential oils for energetic clearing
and healing is in the intent of the practitioner.  When you are focusing
on the subtle, unseen, positive action of the essential oils, you are
aligning yourself with the oil and the Universe and bringing it into
manifestation.  
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How do Essential Oils
Clear Negative Energy?

The energy field of everything in existence has vibrations. Essential
oils are very complex compounds with substances within the plant
cells that produce not only aroma and therapeutic properties, but
which also resonate at different vibrating frequencies just like sound
at varying pitches.  This is a physical vibration, like light and noise.

Essential oils are strong broadcasters of energy, concentrated and
imprinted from their original source, the plants which produced them.
 It is this plant vibration and its energy that we draw up when using
essential oils for energy work.  Jim Oschman, Ph.D. and author of
Energy Medicine: The Scientific Basis, refers to natural substances from
the plant kingdom as “energetic pharmacology”.

The subtle qualities of the oils can assist us in every aspect of our lives,
from feeling secure in the world to following our spiritual path, helping
us achieve a state of balance and a sense of well being.  

There is literally no end to what you can do with the essential oils
when you approach them energetically!
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Three Methods for
Energetic Clearing 

There are many different ways you can use essential oils in your
energetic practice.  Remember that intention and intuition are
important when working with essential oils on an energetic level.  

Here are three methods to consider:

1. Spray Mist:  Mists are used to clear and cleanse a room, bring in
positive energy, invite angels or other guides or help balance energy
centers in the body. 

Amount:  A 1% blend for energetic misting.  Add 5-6 drops of essential
oil to 1 oz of spring water or hydrosol in a misting bottle.  Shake
before each use.  Use glass bottles or PET plastic.

2. Diffusion:  Diffusers are used to clear and cleanse the energy of a
room, bring in positive energy, to affect consciousness and to ask for
guidance. There are many different types of essential oil diffusers,
choose the one that you feel drawn to.  Use one for an entire room or
just a small area such as a meditation corner.

Amount:  Add 5-10 drops in a cool mist diffusers depending on the
size of the room.
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Three Methods for
Energetic Clearing 

-continued-

3.  Anointing:  Anointing with essential oil is used to bless, to help
balance energy centers and to give special meaning or recognition.
Anointing can also be used to set boundaries, to protect and to ask for
guidance.  Mix in a carrier and apply  with a fingertip or use in body
massage.  Use your anointing oil on the chakras, pulse points,
doorways,  or wherever you feel directed to use it.

Amount:  .5% or 1% blend is enough for anointing.
Add the correct number of drops of essential oil in 1 oz of carrier such
as jojoba oil, fractionated coconut oil or unscented lotion.  Remember,
the objective is vibrational rather than aromatic and the practice of
subtle aromatherapy requires just a small amount of essential oil.
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12 Essential Oils for
Energetic Work

In this ebook you will find some of my favorite recipes and rituals which
you are free to use in your energetic adventures, but I also encourage
you to create your own blends and see what resonates with
your personal energy. Below are 12 oils that are great for beginning this
subtle aromatherapy practice, plus blending and safety guidelines.

1. Angelica Root (Angelica archangelica) - Grounding and Transcending
Connects us with angelic guidance which can be encounters with angels
or messages from angels; or one may simply have a strong impression of
a benevolent presence.  For others it may mean being more in tune with
their higher selves.  Balances and protects us during meditative states.

2. Black Pepper (Piper nigrum) - Courage and Motivation
Black Pepper promotes strength, motivation and fortitude. A great oil
to protect from negative energy (especially when blended with Juniper
Berry) and can help reduce fatigue and low energy.  Very comforting.

3. Cedarwood (Juniperus virginiana ) - Quiet and Connected with Earth
This classic wood oil will keep you grounded and connected with Earth
energy. Clears and cleanses a room and calms a busy mind. 

4. Chamomile, Roman (Anthemis nobilis) - Calm and Sleepy
Helpful for stressed, burned out, angry people who need gentle support
in letting go of frustration and resentment. Eases grief and sadness.
Supports deep, peaceful sleep.
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12 Essential Oils for
Energy Work

5.  Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus)  Clearing and Opening
Very helpful to clear and cleanse a room and dissolve energy blockages.
 Helpful when feeling disheartened or suffocated by responsibilities.

6. Frankincense  (Boswellia carterii)  Sacred and Meditative
An oil steeped in history, Frankincense connects us with the Divine. It
helps promote a meditative state to better receive healing energy. 

7. Geranium (Pelargonium asperum)  Harmony and Balance
Promotes harmony in relationships, balances the emotions and fosters
creativity and spontaneity.

8. Juniper  Berry (Juniperus communis)  Cleansing and Protecting
My favorite oil for clearing a room of negative energies. Protects against
negative influences and clears energetic blocks.

9.  Lavender (Lavendula angustifolia) - Balancing and Supportive
Lavender is one of the most important energetic oils as it balances all
energy states. Great to clear and cleanse a room and bring in positive
energy. Calms, comforts and stabilizes emotions of the heart.
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12 Essential Oils for
Energy Work

10. Orange (Citrus sinensis) - Joy and Creativity
You can substitute Orange with any of the citrus oils like Grapefruit,
Bergamot, Lemon, Mandarin or Bergamot. They all bring in bright,
cheerful, childlike energy. Nourishes creativity and joy in sexuality.
Promotes happiness and self-confidence.

11. Pine (Pinus sylvestris) - Clearing and Cleansing
Pine, along with all the conifers, will clear and cleanse a room. Helps
repel and clear negative energy and increases energy in the subtle
bodies. Useful for anyone who is feeling depleted or stagnant.

12. Rosemary (Rosemary officinalis - all chemotypes) - Self Esteem and
Understanding
Rosemary is wonderful to clear and cleanse a room and provides
protection from negative influences making it a great cleanser for
heavily populated spaces.  Promotes action, self-confidence and will
power. 

For more essential oils for energetic work, check out the live class:

Energetics of Essential Oils
http://aromaticwisdominstitute.com/our-classes/energetics-essential-
oils/
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Blending Dilutions 
When using essential oils for energetic work, a little goes a long way
since you are working with delicate, subtle vibrations.  When the goal
is to energetically alter the space, you can get the results you want
with a small amount of oil, along with a strong intention.  I prefer to
work with a 1% dilution, but you can go up to 2% if you prefer a
stronger aroma.   

1% Dilution =  5-6 drops total of essential oil in 1 oz of carrier
Best for energy work, as well as problems that are emotional in nature,
for pregnant women and children,  or for anyone with a compromised
immune system .  You can even use .5% and still have an effective
energetic blend.  Less can be more in this gentle practice. 

 2% Dilution = 10-12 total drops of essential oil in 1 oz carrier.
Use for general health, massage oils, daily use, skin care natural
perfumes, bath oils, and for blends you like to use everyday. 

                                         Quick Reference Blending Chart
    _________________________________________________________________________
     Amount                       .5% dilution          1% dilution        2% dilution       
    _________________________________________________________________________
    1 oz container              1-3 drops               5-6 drops          10-12 drops     
    2 oz container              5-6 drops              10-12 drops     20-24 drops   

For more information on  Blending Guidelines visit:
 www.AromaticWisdomInstitute.com/blending-guidelines-dilutions/
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Blending Considerations
Before you create your blends, there are some things to keep in mind.  

1. Intent:  Whenever you are using an essential oil or hydrosol for its
vibrational energy, be clear on your intent.  Begin with a clear idea of
what you want to achieve.
- What are you clearing away?  
- What would you like to put in its place?
- How do you want the oil to help you?  

2. Subtle Properties:  I have provided a list of 12 essential
oils/hydrosols and a description on their vibrational properties to help
you make your choice for energetic work.  Many have a long history of
use in spiritual and "non-physical" applications.   This is a good list to
begin with, but always invite your higher self and instincts to help
guide you in your choice. This will become easier with practice. 

3. Safety: When you work with essential oils, you are engaging in
highly concentrated plant extracts, so please familiarize yourself with
the safety guidelines on the next page. While most of the oils can
safely be used by most people, there are some that need to be used
with caution. 
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Essential Oil Safety
The beauty of using essential oils for their subtle effects is that you can
use them any way you like, as long as you are following safe practices.  

1. Low Dilution: When you use essential oils for their energetic
properties, you will need much less than when going for a physical
effect. As stated on the Blending Guidelines on page 12, you only need
.5% or 1% to receive vibrational benefits.

2. High Quality Oils: Use only fresh, vibrant, high quality oils and never
perfumes or synthetic aromatics. We want the highest vibration from
our oils. When possible, use organic, unsprayed or wildcrafted
essential oils and hydrosols to be sure no chemical contaminants are
present in your product which will affect the subtle plant energy. I
have provided a list of suppliers on page 28 in the Resources section. 

3. Do not take essential oils internally

4. Keep essential oils away from your eyes. If this should occur, put a
drop of unscented carrier like olive oil or jojoba oil on a tissue and wipe
through your eye. 

6. Always dilute essential oils when applying to the skin to avoid
irritation or sensitization. To learn more about sensitization, go here:
www.AromaticWisdomInstitute.com/essential-oil-sensitization/
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Recipes, Rituals,
Affirmations and Blessings!

On the next seven pages you will find the following recipes to
clear negative energy and invite positive energy in it's place:

 Threshold Blessing
Liquid Smudging

Quick Energetic Detoxifier
Setting a Sacred Space

Bringing in Creative Energy
Clearing the Sickroom

Deep Sleep Blessing
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Threshold Blessing

Threshold
Blessing Spray
2 oz glass misting

bottle
Spring Water

5 dr Juniper Berry
3 dr Orange
3 dr Lemon

2 dr Rosemary
Shake well before

each use. 

Threshold Blessing Ritual

 Whether you are moving into a new home or have been at the
same address for 40 years, it's a great idea to do an energetic
cleansing at the site of entrance to the home; the threshold.

The threshold is the perfect place to begin a home blessing as this is
truly the doorway to your sanctuary.  You can use this blessing with
the intention to keep negative energy out and invite positive
energy to enter.

If you’ve moved into a new home, try to do your threshold blessing
before you get settled in.   You can do this blessing on a regular
basis but it is especially beneficial when your home is visited by a
lot of people such as during the holidays, for a party or when a new
baby comes into the home.  

Stand in front of your front door and
say, All who enter here brings peace,
finds joy and love. Anyone who leaves
here takes joy and love out into the
world. Mist the front door, the entire
opening, the threshold and back of the
door that faces inside the house.
 Finish with Thank you



Liquid Smudging 

Liquid Smudge
Recipe

In a traditional Native American smudging ceremony, dried herbs
like sweetgrass and sage are burned and the smoke is guided with a
feather toward the body.  The smoke is said to purify, offer spiritual
healing and ward off negativity.  It's not always ideal or practical
to burn sage and sweetgrass due to fire hazards and smoke
sensitivities and that's when we turn to "liquid smudging."

Liquid smudge is made from hydrosols which have the same
energetics properties as the essential oils, but are lighter and safer
to use than their essential oil counterparts.   The scent is delicate
and sweet so you can even use it at work and it is convenient to
carry in your purse or briefcase.   

You can learn more about hydrosols here:
 http://aromaticwisdominstitute.com/what-is-a-hydrosol/

Smudging Ritual

2 oz glass spray bottle
1 oz Sweetgrass hydrosol

1 oz Sage hydrosol
3 dr Lavender EO (optional)

Shake well. 

Use this lovely blend to cleanse any
area, room, dwelling or object.  

This is perfect for clearing a space
before a sacred practice like
meditation or yoga.  Spray around
your body and environment liberally.
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Quick Energetic 
Detoxifier

Energetic
Detoxifier Recipe

Add 3-4 drops of Juniper
Berry to your diffuser

-or-
1 oz glass spray bottle

spring water
10 drops Juniper Berry 

Shake well before use

Energetic Detoxifier Ritual

Juniper Berry is my go-to essential oil for clearing out negative
energy, especially after an argument or upset.  Negative energy
between two people can often stay behind in a room and Juniper
Berry is great to clear and lighten the atmosphere after a tense or
difficult conversation.   Just as  it helps move toxins out of the
physical body, Juniper Berry can move toxic energy out of a
space.  It is also great for killing airborne germs! 

Juniper Berry can protect us from the negativity of others and
help to energetically release anything that has already affected us.

It's also a great oil to cleanse and clear crystals used for energy
work.

Put the diffuser in the room where
you wish to clear the energy or spritz
the Energetic Detoxifier spray.  Clap
your hands to break up the negative
energy (yep, it really works!)

Affirmation:  I choose happiness, health
and joy in this space. 



Setting a
Sacred Space 

Anointment
Blessing Recipe

6 dr Frankincense EO
1 oz Jojoba Oil

Blend together in a
glass bottle

Anointment Blessing

A Sacred Space is any place that is designated for a connection to
the Divine.  It can be a prayer or meditation room, yoga studio,
bedroom, massage or other bodywork room.  Your sacred space can
be enhanced with crystals, images, candles, stones and anything else
that is special to you. 

For this practice, I love to use Frankincense because it is seeped in
ancient history and has been revered as a sacred plant resin for
thousands of years.  It comes from the dried sap of the
Boswellia carterii tree that is native to the Arabian Peninsula and
North East Africa.  

Take a drop of the anointment blessing
oil blend and run it along the door frame
while reciting your intention for your
space.  

For example: This anointing is to support
me as I begin my day, or May this massage
session bring only joy.



Bring in
Creative Energy

Creative Juice
Diffuser Blend

Make a 5 ml stock bottle of
the following essential oils:

5 dr Orange
5 dr Grapefruit

5 dr Lemon
10 dr Geranium

2 dr Patchouli
     Add 3-5 drops of the
 blend to your diffuser

Inviting in Creative Energy

Energy can get stuck in a room and become stagnant. This can make
it difficult for fun, childlike creativity energy to be present.

Orange oil brings happiness to the heart and regeneration of the
spirit and I can’t think of a better essential oil to coax playfulness
and creativity out of hiding!  

If you prefer, you may use lemon, grapefruit, mandarin, lime or
bergamot since all the citrus oils help unblock and circulate
stagnant energy and soothe the perfectionist who can’t tolerate
mistakes. I’ve added a bit of Geranium to the diffuser blend as it
helps create a balanced place where life emerges spontaneously,
naturally and creatively.

Just before any activity that requires an
inspired mind, run the diffuser and
breath it in deeply, asking your inner
muse to come forth!  

Diffuse this blend in the art room,
classroom, kitchen or shortly before an
office meeting.



Clearing the Sickroom 

Sickroom 
Diffuser Blend

1 dr Lemon
2 dr Orange

1 dr Pine
2 dr Lavender

Healing Affirmations

 When someone in your home is sick in bed that is a great time to
get out your essential oils!  They are  highly antibacterial and will
help keep the rest of the family from catching any contagious bugs
and can offer a spirit-lifting blessing to the patient.

Keep the citrus oils in a diffuser since they are known to boost
immunity and can be very cheering.   Add 50 drops of Eucalyptus
essential oil and 1/2 T of vinegar to a large bottle of water and
spray down surfaces in the sickroom. This will clear away negative
energy and be uplifting for the patient.

You can also make a germ-killing hand soap by mixing Organic
Liquid Castile Soap with any essential oils to keep your hands
microbe-free after being with the sick person.  

- Health is my divine right and I claim it now.

- My immune system is strong and can deal
with any kind of bacteria, germs and viruses.

- I am pain free in every respect and my body
is full of energy.



Deep Sleep
Blessing

Deep Sleep
Recipe

Diffuser Blend

2 dr Roman Chamomile
2 dr Lavender

2 dr Cedarwood

Deep Sleep Ritual

With so much information fighting for our constant attention, it can
be difficult to get the rejuvenating deep sleep that is vital for being
able to function at our best. Especially if that chaotic energy makes
it's way into the bedroom.

For sleep to be truly deep and refreshing, I believe that one needs to
feel relaxed and, above all, safe.

If sleep is difficult for you, try clearing the room of any negative
energy then infusing the space with a blend and a prayer that will
encourage the protection of unseen guides, as well as help your
nervous system slow down after a busy day.

Just before getting into bed, mist the
spray blend around your bed and over
our pillow while saying:

Peace surrounds me, peace is within me. I
am always safe and protected. 

Keep the diffuser near your bed so that
you are breathing in the sedative oils.



Make Your Own
Energetic Blends! 

By now you should be thoroughly inspired with the concept of
eneregtic clearing and renewing!

Are you ready to design your own energetic blends?  Great!  On the
following pages I have provided some blank blending sheets so you
can design your own energetic formulas and rituals to fit your
personal needs.

Get creative! There is no limit to the kinds of blends you can make for
energy clearing.  Here are a few ideas:

- Blessing a New Home
- Blessing Each Room of the House
- Protecting your Home from Natural Disaster
- Moving out of Your Home (bless memories and the new residents)
- Celebration of a Birth
- New Job Blessing
- Passing of a Loved One
- Holiday Celebrations
- Birthday Blessings
- Before a Party Mood Enhancer
- Clearing After a Separation or Divorce
- Seasonal Blessings
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Essential Oil
Blending Worksheet

Date __________________

Name of Energetic Blend _______________________________________

Purpose of Blend ________________________________________________
 
Carriers Used ___________________________________________________

Ritual, Blessing or Affirmation:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

 Recipe - Essential Oils Used in this Blend
 1. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________
 2. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________
 3. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________
 4. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________
 5. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________
 6. _____________________________________________  # Drops__________ 
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Essential Oil
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Essential Oil
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Resources and Supplies
Essential Oil Education
Aromatic Wisdom Institute
 Instructor: Liz Fulcher
Email: liz@aromaticwisdom.com
www.AromaticWisdomInstitute.com 
Liz offers class a 235-hour Aromatherapy Certification Program as
well as smaller classes in Energetics of Essential Oils, Hydrosols,
Therapeutic Blending and Green Cleaning. 

Aromatic Wisdom Podcast
Listen and learn for free on this popular podcast as Liz shares all things
aromatherapy and essential oils!
www.AromaticWisdomInstitute.com/iTunes

Essential Oils, Hydrosols, Carriers and Bottles
Pompeii Organics (15% discount with the code “liz” at checkout!)
Imports essential oils directly from distillers.  All oils are organic, wild
crafted or unsprayed.
Email: Jessica@pompeii-street.com
 www.PompeiiOrganics.com

Professional Organizations
1. National Association for Holistic Aromatherapy
 www.NAHA.org
2. Alliance of International Aromatherapy
 www.Alliance-Aromatherapists.org
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If You Liked This eBook...
You May Also Enjoy This:
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